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2015 BERNINA Club Topics 

 

Lesson 1 - Order in the Closet! 
Sew up a hanging jewelry organizer to make accesso-
rizing easy. Learn tips for sewing with vinyl, applying 
bindings and more. Achieve professional results with 
industry inspired presser feet & attachments. 
 

Lesson 2 - Power Zips 
Zippers can be added anywhere to up-style your favor-
ite patterns and ready-to-wear. See how zipper feet 
make this an easy task in combination with machine 
features - even an overlocker/serger can do zippers. 
 

Lesson 3 - Appliqué Adventures 
Learn the machine appliqué tips & tricks that make                
it foolproof and fun. Try out different feet with fully             
customizable stitches to get just the look you’re after. 
Enjoy using these simple motifs on a variety of projects 
including Foamology.  
 

Lesson 4 - Today’s Table 
Set a lovely table with a custom and reversible table 
topper. Make it plain or fancy with machine or embroi-
dery techniques and use the overlocker/serger to 
quickly add napkins to complete the look. Teaser; chalk 
cloth & burlap may be used. 
 

Lesson 5 - At Your Fingertips 
Combine old and new to create a WOW accessory               
that keeps everything at your fingertips. In this original-
designed clutch, mix tiny piecing for a bold geometric 
pattern, create a tweed from ordinary stitches, blend 
fabric with Kraft-tex and more for this ‘IT’ clutch. 

 

Lesson 6 - Easy Style Dress 
Embrace the Maxi-Dress - or a tank - or any size in-
between. This VERY easy-to-sew and simple-style 
dress leaves you plenty of time to embellish. Make it 
yours with pintucks, eyelets and Spanish hemstitching.  
Add decorative stitching and pintucks in subtle and 
classy ways. 
 

Lesson 7 - Home is Where the Heart Is 
A little here and there can complete each room of the 
house with decorative pillows you’ve seen in magazines 
- simple piecing, tapering, large letters, quilted effects, 
tiny ruffle trim and corded piping all create special ef-
fects for all styles. 
 

Lesson 8 - Mug Mat Mania 
Fun to make and fun to give away - little mug mats              
perfect for your favorite mug and snack. Create little 
works of modern art with simple painting, piecing,             
echo quilting and faux free-motion. 
 

Lesson 9 - Courier Bag 
When a larger bag is needed, the Courier bag provides 
a stylish and comfortable solution. The secret sauce...               
is in the strap. Select a great fabric or create a great 
fabric to use as the strap. 
 

Lesson 10 - A Serge in Sewing 
Experiment with machine needle punch and serger             
details to create a modern vest you'll enjoy making              
and wearing. 

 

BERNINA has teamed up with participating BERNINA                           
Stores across the country to host in-store BERNINA                                
Club sessions.  
 

With a focus on BERNINA presser feet, accessories                                   
and machine techniques, learn to get the most out of                                   your BERNINA 
Sewing Machine and Overlocker/Serger. Plus, enjoy  
the friendship of fellow sewing enthusiasts. 

 
Click here to find a store in your area hosting BERNINA Virtual Clubs. 
 
 

http://www.bernina.com/en-US/Where-to-Buy-US/Store-Locator

